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General
Submission of your manuscript is welcome provided that it, or any translation of it, has not been copyrighted or
published and is not being submitted for publication elsewhere. Upon acceptance of an article, the author(s) will be
asked to transfer copyright of the article to the Publisher. This transfer will ensure the widest possible dissemination of
information. Manuscripts should be prepared for publication in accordance with the instructions given here (see also
http://authors.elsevier.com). All contributions should be written in English. Papers submitted to the journal should be
written in an elegant and clear style. Prospective authors not expert in English are urged to seek proper assistance in this
matter before submitting papers. If the standard of English is such that the work is not understandable, the manuscript
will be immediately sent back to the author.
After acceptance, all articles will be formatted to the house style for the journal.
Types of contributions
The journal welcomes the following types of contributions:
K Original research articles.
K Review articles, providing a comprehensive review on a scientiﬁc topic.
K Postscript Articles: Short updates to previously published articles in Discrete Optimization. See section below for
more details on this kind of article.
K Short Notes and Operation Problems
To whom can I submit my manuscript?
Contributions can also be sent in triplicate to:
Publications Oﬃce, RUTCOR, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, 640 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, NJ
08854-8003, USA.
Please note that due to postage time and lack of electronic copy, manuscripts submitted in this manner do not beneﬁt
from fast publication times.
Researchers are invited to submit papers to Scott Alessi, Editorial Manager.
Electronic submission is preferable. If not possible, 4 copies of the manuscripts should be sent to the editorial oﬃce:
Scott Alessi (Editorial Manager)
RUTCOR, Rutgers University, 640 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8003, USA.
E-mail: editor@rutcor.rutgers.edu
Manuscript preparation
The name, complete postal address, telephone, fax numbers and the e-mail address of the author(s) should be given on
the ﬁrst page of the manuscript.
Each paper should be introduced by three to ﬁve keywords and a selfcontained abstract of no more than 100 words, not
counting the formulas.
Please make sure that the paper is submitted in its ﬁnal form. Corrections in the proof stage other than printer’s errors
should be avoided: costs arising from such corrections will be charged to the authors.
Footnotes should be avoided if possible, but if they are included they should be brief and numbered consecutively.
References should be listed alphabetically, as in the following examples: books [1], articles in journals [2], papers in a
contributed volume [3,4], unpublished papers [5].
K [1] E. Borger, Computability, Complexity, Logic, North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1989.
K [2] D.E. Knuth, Theory and Practice, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 90 (1991) 1–15.
K [3] A.K. Lenstra, H.W. Lenstra, Jr., Algorithms in number theory, in: J. vanLeeuwen (ed.), Handbook of
Computer Science, Vol. A, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1990, pp. 673–715.
doi:10.1016/S1572-5286(04)00035-0
K [4] M. Li, Lower bounds by Kolmogorov complexity, in: Proc. ICALP ’85, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 194,
Springer, Berlin, 1985, pp. 383–393.
K [5] A. Rajasekar, Semantics for logic programs, Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Computer Science, University of
Maryland, 1989.
Figures should be provided in a form suitable for photographic reproduction and reduction. Lettering should be
uniform of size corresponding to the anticipated reduction. Handwritten lettering on ﬁgures is not acceptable. Figures
should be identiﬁed by arabic numerals and the captions should be typed, double-spaced, on a separate sheet rather
than lettered on the ﬁgures themselves. Photographs and coloured pictures must be of impeccable quality. Please note
that for printed colour ﬁgures the publisher will charge the printing costs to the author. However there is no cost for the
colour ﬁgures to appear in the online PDF version of the article.
For further instructions on the preparation of electronic ﬁgures, see the Author Gateway, at http://authors.
elsevier.com
A note on TeX and LaTeX submissions
We welcome submissions in the above formats, but due to the production processes involved in the printing of Discrete
Applied Mathematics, we cannot make direct use of submitted TeX or LaTeX ﬁles in preparing the galley proofs of the
articles. We therefore ask that you check the galley proofs carefully.
Keyword instructions
Important Notice: please add three to ﬁve keywords to your article.
Keywords play an essential role in current and future information retrieval products on the Internet and will help
readers ﬁnd your article via subject browsing or ‘‘More like this’’ features. To maximize the consistency with which such
keywords are assigned by diﬀerent authors, the following guidelines have been drawn up.
K Each keyword (which can be a phrase of more than one word) should describe one single concept. Words like
‘‘and’’ or ‘‘of’’ should be avoided.
K Avoid very general keywords which become meaningless once in a keyword list, e.g ‘‘action’’, ‘‘computer’’,
‘‘mathematics’’. Check whether the keywords describe the outline of the article on the whole.
K Use natural language: for instance ‘‘automatic error recovery’’ rather than ‘‘error recovery, automatic’’.
K Try to use nouns and adjectives as much as possible (i.e. use ‘‘automatic error recovery’’ rather than ‘‘recovering
errors automatically’’). Do not use nouns in the plural form.
K Use English rather than American spelling (regardless of the spelling used for the article itself).
K Avoid the use of abbreviations as much as possible, unless an abbreviation is so well-established that the full term
is rarely used (e.g. use ‘‘laser’’ instead of ‘‘Light Ampliﬁcation by Stimulated Emission of Radiation’’, but use
‘‘computer aided design’’ instead of ‘‘CAD’’).
Although these guidelines are not mandatory, they should be adhered to where possible.
Multimedia components
We now oﬀer authors the possibility of enhancing their articles by including multimedia ﬁles alongside the online
article. These may be pictures, video or audio ﬁles. It is also possible to host plain text ﬁles of computer code or raw
data – or even a spreadsheet or Powerpoint presentation. The ﬁles will appear embedded in the article on Science Direct.
The only restriction is that we ask that the ﬁles are in widely-accepted formats, to ensure the long-term archival needs
of electronic publishing are met. If in doubt, please consult with the Author Gateway site, under Artwork Instructions
4 Multimedia Files
Postscript articles
It is often the case that a published article stimulates debate and new work on a certain subject. Postscript articles are
intended as updates to a previously published article to reﬂect these developments. They are not intended as full-length
articles and will have a very rapid publication time. It is also possible to use Multimedia Components in Postscript
Articles.
Author beneﬁts
No page charges. Publishing in Discrete Optimization is free.
Free oﬀprints. The corresponding author will receive 25 oﬀprints free of charge. An oﬀprint order form will be supplied
by the Publisher for ordering any additional paid oﬀprints.
Discount. Contributors to Elsevier journals are entitled to a 30% discount on all Elsevier books.
Science Direct. The published article will be available via Science Direct.
ScienceDirect Alerting Services
Sign up to our free e-mail alerting services and set up the following alerts:
K Citation Alert - A Citation Alert notiﬁes users by e-mail when a selected article is cited by new articles added to
ScienceDirect.
K Journal Issue Alert - Registered users are e-mailed every time a new issue of a particular journal appears on
ScienceDirect.
K Search Alert - A Search Alert notiﬁes users by e-mail when a stored search retrieves new results.
Rapid Web Publication
Peer-reviewed papers are online within weeks, ahead of the print version, through the ScienceDirect feature, ‘Articles in
Press.’ On average four weeks after acceptance of an article for publication a preliminary version will be available online
which will be replaced by the ﬁnal version when available.
Author enquiries
For enquiries relating to the submission of articles (including electronic submission where available) please visit
Elsevier’s Author Gateway at http://authors.elsevier.com. The Author Gateway also provides the facility to track
accepted articles and set up e-mail alerts to inform you of when an article’s status has changed, as well as detailed
artwork guidelines, copyright information, frequently asked questions and more.
Contact details for questions arising after acceptance of an article, especially those relating to proofs, are provided after
registration of an article for publication.
